
Exploring the Extremes
What challenges do we face in extreme environments?

English
Throughout the Spring term, Year 4 English

lessons will link closely with our termly topic

investigating exploring extreme environments.

We will use The Boy Who Biked the World to

hook children into their new topic with a diary

entry using first person, informal language as

we follow Alastair Humphreys on his journey to

France and beyond. Children will also use their

new knowledge surrounding the extreme

environment of Antarctica to write a non-

chronological report. We will delve into the

history of Shacklton's Journey and write a short

narrative and newspaper report on the

discovery of the Endurance. Children will These

texts will encourage the children to use their

imaginations while exposing them to a wider

range of ambitious, new vocabulary as they

move onto different literary genres and writing

styles over a range of different formalities.

Maths
Throughout the Spring term, Year 4 Maths

lessons will continue to develop children's

understanding of number. Children will develop

their multiplication and division skills by learning

how to multiply two- and three-digit numbers by

a one-digit numbers using grid method before

moving onto long multiplication. Then dividing

using chunking before moving to bus stop

method to ensure the children have a secure

understanding of place value. Children will then

apply these skills to finding the area of

rectangles.

Next in maths, children will then move onto to

identify unit and non-unit fractions before

recognising tenths and identifying these as

fractions and decimal numbers. Children will then

focus on fractions; learning how to find

equivalent fractions , add and subtract fractions

then finding fractions of amounts and apply

these skills to worded problems.

Science
At the start of the half term, children will
continue their unit on sounds before
moving on to learn about Forces and
Magnets. We will be making predictions
about how objects move on different
surfaces as well as comparing how things
move knowing that some forces need
contact between 2 objects, but magnetic
forces can act at a distance. We will also be
observing how magnets attract or repel
each other and how they attract some
materials and not others.
Following on from this, children will be
comparing and grouping materials together,
according to whether they are solids, liquids
or gases. They will be observing how some
materials change state when they are
heated or cooled. They will also learn about
the water cycle and the role of evaporation
and condensation.

Humanities
This term, in Year 4, we will be following in the 

footsteps of some well-known explores. The 

children will be using the narrative ‘ The boy 

that biked the world’ by Alister Humphries to 

hook them into their topic and follow the 

beginning of his journey to France. Children 

will then become geographers and explore the 

climate, landscape and physical and human 

features of a mountain range. Whilst 

investigating the mountain ranges, children 

will question the challenges faced in such an 

extreme landscape but also the positive they 

bring to countries such as tourism. Children 

will then be immersed into another extreme of 

Antarctica. Children will flow Sir Earnest 

Shackleton on his journey to Antarctica 

investigating the barrier they would have 

faced and how these challenges could be 

overcome.

This term in Year 4 we will be investigating how extreme our world can be! We will be developing the children’s curiosity and fascination about the world 
around them and the people who were also inspired to explore and discover areas of our world previously untouched by humanity. They will be learning 
where the most diverse places on earth are, including both natural and human environments, together with a deeper understanding of how the Earth’s 
features are shaped, interconnected and changed over time. Children will be also learning the geographical skills needed to be able to navigate the world, 
know their place and that people and places around the world are interdependent.



RE
Throughout this term the children will be

exploring the big question, 'Why are
festivals important to religious
communities?' They will focus on Hinduism,
by first gaining an insight into their symbols
and beliefs. They will recognise the
Tirmurti and their importance to Hindus.
The children will then learn the story behind
Holi and understand the links between the
story of Prahlad and Holiska and the
practice of Holi. During each lesson, the
children will work in pairs to create a
website. Their final website will include
everything they have learnt about Holi and
their understanding of the big question.

PSHCE
Children will be learning about physical and

disability bullying, specifically the

importance of respecting others, even when

they are different from them: for example,

physically in character, personality or

background. Children will also be learning

about different types of bullying, including

cyber bullying – the impact of bullying and

how to get help. We will also be

understanding what a stereotype is and how

those stereotypes can be unfair, negative or

destructive.

Art/DT
During the first half term, the children will
be studying the work of Yorkshire artist
Andy Goldsworthy. He is known for his
modernist land art, where he uses natural
materials and his hands to create
sculptures. The children will be creating
their own land art in conjunction with
Forest Schools.
The second half term moves to another
modernist artist, British fell walker Alfred
Wainwright. The children will study our
locality, creating observational sketches.
They will also be comparing Wainwright's
work to American artist Ansell Adams and
Arctic explorer Frank Hurley.

Music
During this term Year 4 will complete the

churranga unit, 'How does music teach us

about our community?' They will gain an

understanding of musical patterns. The

children will learn what rhythm, pulse and

pitch are through clapping initially. They will

then move on to using percussion

instruments. This unit will see the children

learn the songs 'Let your spirit fly', 'The other

side of the moon' and Frere Jacques. They will

use their rhythm, pulse and pitch skills to add

percussion along with the songs.

PE
During the first half term, children will

develop their throwing and catching skills

further, from their netball unit, into

basketball. Children will develop the ability

to control the ball through dribbling and

apply the knowledge of the rules of

basketball into games.

During the second half term, children will

develop their flexibility and balance. Children

will work independently and in groups,

collaborating effectively to produce an end

routine including the skills they have

developed over the half term.

ICT
Pupils will be using a range of technology
throughout the term in a variety of
curriculum lessons to research and present
their work. This will be alongside specific
lessons to increase their computer skills
using a range of Google
Applications. Within our specific computer
lessons, children will be understanding the
concepts of databases, what they are, what
data is recorded, why it is recorded then
applying this knowledge by creating their
own data collection to represent in a
database to draw conclusions. Within our
online safety lessons, we will be looking at
what is a fact/belief or opinion on the
WWW.
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